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Servicing
When should I arrange a service ?

Your car will require a service by a Garage approved by Surepass at 20,000 mile intervals or 12 months

whichever comes first. It is very important that you ensure the service takes place at the required interval

or time.

How to arrange a service

There are a number of options;

� Kwik Fit Service Centre, simply turn up at your local Kwik Fit and book your car in for a

time and date convenient to you, charge the cost of the service to Surepass Account No

N2092J

� Surepass HQ, 45 Runnymeade, Swinton, Manchester simply phone Surepass on 0800 85

41 40 and arrange an appointment for a date and time convenient to you, you will be

provided with a courtesy car free of charge

� ATS Service Centre, simply turn up at your local ATS and book your car in for a time

and date convenient to you, charge the cost of the service to Surepass Account No 900629

� Halfords Nationwide Autocentres, simply turn up at your local Halfords or Nationwide

Autocentre and book your car in for a time and date convenient to you, charge the cost of

the service to Surepass Account No 2058

The service record

Please make sure the back page of this book is completed everytime you have any work done on your car,

ie Servicing, Tyres, Pads etc                                                          

Minor Maintenance
Bulbs & windscreen wipers 

The above items are not covered by the manufacturers warranty or the Surepass maintenance package.

Please replace these as required and obtain a receipt, you will be able to offset these expenses against tax.

Windows & windscreens                                                          

Phone National Windscreens on 0800 616 122 (24 hours a day) quoting account number BN3434.  The

Driving Instructor is liable for the first £50 of the repair. If the glass is repairable Surepass will pay the

full amount. National Windscreens are only able to repair windscreens between 9am and 5pm Monday to

Friday and Saturday from 9am to noon. Any repairs done outside these times will result in an additional

charge to the Driving Instructor. If you have an emergency repair outside of normal working hours then

National Windscreens  will attend to secure your vehicle and will return the next working day to carry out

the repair.
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Tyre, brakes and hand brakes

It is recommended that front brake pads are checked every time a tyre is replaced, or at least every 17,000

miles. Brakes can be checked free of charge at  Surepass HQ or any  ATS or Kwik Fit. If a repair is

required it can be charged  to ATS Account no 900629 held at Little Hulton or Kwik Fit group Account

Number N2092J. Items to be replaced which are covered by Vauxhall warranty must be replaced at a

Vauxhall Garage. If you are in receipt of a brand new car and experience any problems with the hand

brake within 3,000 miles, then  your local Vauxhall dealer will adjust it free of charge. If you are at your

maximum adjustment, the back wheels will need to be removed and the rear brake drums will need

cleaning and a slight adjustment made. This needs to be carried out at, Surepass HQ, ATS or Kwik Fit,

quoting the a aforementioned account numbers.

Accidents
Accident Procedure in all cases.

If involved in an accident:

1. If anyone is injured seek medical attention & contact the Police.

2. Obtain telephone number, registration number, address, insurance company name (if 

available) & policy number (if available) from the third party.

3. Take the name & addressees of any witnesses.

4. Take a photograph of any damage to and position of vehicles

5. Do not admit liability.

6. Telephone Surepass Ltd on 0800 85 41 40 between 09:00 - 20:00 weekdays and 10:00 - 

16:00 weekends with the accident details

7. Complete an accident report form, this can be found in the car inside the user manual pack or

online at http://www.surepasscarhire.co.uk/downloads/

8. Please send the completed accident form to peter@surepass.net, or fax to 0161 641 2463 or post

to Surepass Ltd, Freepost NWW1820, 45 Runnymeade, Swinton, Manchester, M27 5WA

Most serious accidents require extensive paperwork to be completed, reports to be sourced , legal advice

taken and negotiations with a third party. They are not matters that can be easily resolved , please be

patient. 

Our Insurance Details are :

Norwich Union

Policy Number 52FLW4003202

For out of hours accidents

In all cases the accident must be reported to Surepass Ltd the next working day. If the Vehicle is

undriveable and requires moving to a place of safety have it moved to R2 Garage, Bridge St, Swinton

Manchester or to your home address.
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Breakdowns

What is a breakdown?

Your vehicle has broken down when it fails to drive due to mechanical failure caused by the normal wear

and tear or failure of a vehicle component. A breakdown is not caused by driver error ie using the wrong

fuel type, not maintaining correct oil levels or not having the vehicle serviced at the required intervals.

What’s the difference between a breakdown and my vehicle requiring minor

maintenance?

A vehicle requiring minor maintenance is still driveable and able to be used for driving tests and lessons.

A minor maintenance item is usually repaired off road within a few hours ie servicing, brake pads and

discs, tyres, bulbs, intermittent faults etc.

If you have a problem which requires minor maintenance then contact a Customer Account Manager for

advice. It is expected that minor maintenance problems will be dealt with by the Driving Instructor.

Occasionally, a minor maintenance problem ie car is still driveable, can develop into a breakdown once

the minor problem has been diagnosed. The Driving Instructor is advised to contact the Customer

Account Manager to report the breakdown and refrain from driving the vehicle until it has been repaired.

Annoying minor problems with your car

Over the last few years the gap between servicing has increased dramatically. At one time it was possible

to endure a minor problem until the car was due to be serviced, this is no longer viable. If you experience

any minor problems e.g. rattles ,squeaks, or other  minor problem which is not causing any apparent

mechanical failure, then  identify the source of the problem ie tyres, brakes etc and arrange for the

appropriate dealership ie Kwik Fit, ATS, Halfords to check the vehicle as soon as possible. If you are

unsure as to the source of the problem then arrange for the AA  to diagnose the problem. Once the

problem has been diagnosed Contact Surepass on 0800 85 41 40 for further instructions. Vauxhall

Garages are only to be used for warranty work

Frustrating serious ones

If the fault is diagnosed as serious ie the vehicle is not useable and will be off the road for more than 24

hours, If it is covered by manufacturers warranty leave the car at your local Vauxhall garage and contact

Surepass, if the fault is not covered by warranty please phone Surepass on 0800 85 41 40 for further

instructions, Vauxhall dealerships must not be used for non warranty repairs

What are the advantages of taking out extra breakdown cover ?

� We will liaise with garage, breakdown organisations and Driving Instructor to expedite the repair.

� We will contact pupils as necessary to explain any forced cancellations due to car breakdown.

� We will pay for any practical tests missed as a result of a replacement vehicle being unavailable.

� We will pay £50 per day compensation or part thereof if a replacement vehicle is late or

unavailable
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Breakdown Procedure

What do I do if I breakdown?

1. Contact the booking line on 0800 85 41 40. 

2. Give the Customer Account Manager details of the breakdown and location of vehicle.

If the vehicle is less than 3 years old and is not driveable then your Customer Account Manager will

arrange for the AA to meet you at the location for fault diagnosis and deliver your vehicle to our

approved repair centre. 

If the vehicle is still under warranty and the repair is a warranty repair we will arrange for the repair to be

done at your local Vauxhall garage.

If your vehicle is not under warranty or it is a non warranty repair we will authorise the repair to be

done at an approved repair centre this will probably not be a Vauxhall garage. 

If the car is more that 3 years old and is not driveable then you are responsible to have the car taken to an

approved repair center, contact your Customer Account Manager for instructions on where to take it, we

strongly recommend you take out AA, RAC or Green Flag cover if your car is more than 3 years old

Please note, the booking line is open Monday to Friday 9am to 9 pm and weekends 9am to 5pm. If the car

breaks down outside of the booking line hours then the Instructor must report the breakdown to the

booking line the next day. 

When will I receive a replacement car?

If you have opted for the Basic Cover then Surepass will provide you with a replacement vehicle after

your vehicle has been in the approved repair centre for 2 full working days ie if your car goes in the

garage Monday lunch time you will receive a replacement car Wed evening or very early Thursday

morning. Unfortunately no compensation is paid for lessons lost or driving tests canceled as a result of

the vehicle breakdown.

A Driving Instructor who has Extra Cover then Surepass will provide you with a replacement vehicle

after your vehicle has been in the approved repair centre for 1 full working day ie if your car goes in the

garage Monday lunch time you will receive a replacement car Tuesday evening or very early Wednesday

morning. if this fails then the Driving Instructor will receive £50 per day or part thereof and all driving

tests that have been canceled due to the breakdown will be paid by Surepass.

NB Please note working days are Mon to Fri and exclude bank holidays

How do I upgrade my breakdown cover to the “extra” service ?

Contact Surepass on 0800 85 41 40.

What to do if you breakdown outside the booking hours opening times

All cars less than 3 years old are covered by the AA with full recovery to any place in the UK, the

telephone number for the AA is 0800 553 388. Vehicles more than 3 years old do what you can to secure

the vehicle and wait until the booking line opens. The booking line opens Mon - Fri 09:00 - 20:00 and Sat

& Sun 10:00 to 16:00. Please avoid making any major decisions until you have spoken to someone on the

booking line, a general room of thumb is if its warranty the car needs to go to Vauxhall if its non

warranty it needs to go to HQ, or Halfords
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How to get the most out of your clutch
The clutch warranty on all cars by all manufacturers is 4,000 miles unless it can be proven the reason for

failure is not the friction material, the vast majority of modern cars use what is called a dual mass

flywheel, when the clutch fails this usually also needs replacing. The total cost for replacing the clutch  at

a Vauxhall garage is about £700

The writers experience of dealing with thousands of clutch problems is that almost 100% of clutch

failures is down to the friction material in the clutch wearing out or totally disintegrating, the garages call

this abuse and will not cover it under any warranty especially when it is known the car in question is a

driving school car.

Diesel cars are fantastic for not stalling, unfortunately because of this the friction material on the clutch

can get more abuse than a petrol car, as the petrol equivalent would just stall the Diesel engine carries on

running but unfortunately whilst it is doing this the clutch is getting some serious abuse

Some experienced instructors get over 80,000 miles from a clutch, this is there secret

1. Watch your pupils carefully when they are doing the maneuvers, the tendency is to use the brake to

keep the speed down, whilst at the same time keeping the clutch at the biting point, a petrol car would

just stall if the clutch was so high without any gas. Make sure your pupils are dipping the clutch to

below the biting point whenever the brake pedal is used

2. Do not spend any time practicing hill starts on steep hills with a novice driver, make sure they can set

the gas, find the bite, release the hand brake at the same time as soon as there is a gap in the traffic.

Practice this on very small hills before moving onto steeper hills. Having the clutch at the biting point

with high revs and the hand brake on whilst waiting for a gap in the traffic is a sure way of burning

your clutch out

3. Get your pupils into the habit of taking there foot completely away from the clutch when they have

done a gear change

4. If you every get a burning smell coming into the car, remember it, remember what you was doing and

do not do it again because whatever you was doing was wrong, the burning smell is caused by the

friction material in the clutch overheating and burning, you may get away with this on 2 or 3

occasions and still survive with the clutch in tact, but if you do it too many times the friction material

on the clutch will just disintegrate

Following this advise could save you money and will save your pupils money when

they start to drive their own car

To reset the INSP and electronic management light
1. Put the key in the ignition and turn 2 clicks

2. press and hold the trip button next to where the mileage is displayed in the dashboard

3. Turn the key back 2 clicks

4. Turn the key forward 2 clicks

5. The insp will flash continue to hold the trip button until it stops flashing

6. Take the key out of the ignition and put the key in the ignition and start the engine

7. You will notice the electronic management light is no longer lit and INSP no longer comes on 

8. if INSP still comes on you have done something not as instructed so try again

9. If the electronic management light stays on but there is no insp warning please report as a breakdown
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Common Faults
These faults in order of frequency, most common first

NoIf the car has done 20,000

miles or it has been 12

months since the last

service arrange to have it

serrviced, if not reset the

inps light as per

instructions on page 6

Is the car due a service?Insp light on and

electronic management

light on

NoUse a paperclip and poke

into the nozzle head

Nozzle blockedWasher jets not working

NoPut hose pipe in washer

bottle and turn tap on

fully, flush for 60 seconds

Filter in washer bottle

blocked

Washer jets not working

Yes if car has less than

60,000 miles or is less

than 3 years old

Replace drop linkDrop link looseKnocking noise coming

from under bonnet

NoWhen closing bonnet let

it drop close from 20 cm

do not push close or lean

on it

Bonnet not being closed

properly or leant on

Crease in front of bonnet

Yes if car has less than

60,000 miles or is less

than 3 years old

Replace TurboTurbo ChargerLoss of power over 40

mph

NoTighten wheel nutsWheel looseVibration and banging

noise coming from car

NoReplace brake pads

urgently

Brake Pads dangerously

low, down to metal on

metal damage is also

being done to the brake

discs

Vibration in the steering

whenever you brake

Yes for cars registered

before 31 December 2010

and less than 30,000

miles or for cars

registered after 1 Jan

2011 and less than 4,000

miles

Replace Clutch and or

Dual Mass Flywheel

Clutch about to wear outBiting point at the very

top of the clutch, high

revs occasionally in 1st

gear

Yes for cars registered

before 31 December 2010

and less than 30,000

miles or for cars

registered after 1 Jan

2011 and less than 4,000

miles

Replace Clutch and or

Dual Mass Flywheel

Clutch wornDifficult to get into gear

particularly 1st and 2nd

Yes for cars registered

before 31 December 2010

and less than 30,000

miles or for cars

registered after 1 Jan

2011 and less than 4,000

miles

Replace Clutch and or

Dual Mass Flywheel

Clutch slippingHigh revs whilst driving

in gear

Warranty Yes or NoSolutionDiagnosisItem
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Vehicle History Report

Registration Number

RepairerItemMileageDate
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